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A B S T R A C T

This work presents a full-system simulator consisting of a generic power system integrated with a vessel model
and real-time capabilities. The whole system simulation facilitates evaluating the overall system performance
by considering components’ interactions according to the maneuvering and environmental effects. Indeed,
flexibility in the configuration and size of the power system enables the investigation of different concepts
according to various maneuvering scenarios. Co-simulation approach is employed to integrate the models with
various domains effectively. In addition, the bond graph modeling strategy as a power based method is used.
The developed power system contains a diesel genset, a PEMFC, a battery with average electrical components,
and a power management system. The configuration of the power system and size of power sources are
modifiable. Various hybrid configurations and power capacities can be designed with validated power sources
against marine vendors. In addition, the integrated offshore supply vessel with Dynamic Positioning (DP)
and cruise controller and sea state forces induces the corresponding load demand of the operation to the
power system. In summary, different operation scenarios with sea states, the thrusters’ states and allocation
algorithm, DC link voltage, power electrical converters controller, and fuel consummations are captured in one
model framework. To demonstrate the application of the model and emphasis the importance of total system
simulation, three power system configurations are designed and simulated with two operational modes of DP
and cruise with various sea states.
1. Introduction

To comply with the strict environmental rules and the energy
crisis, new technologies and concepts are proposed to reduce emissions,
besides considering the economic and performance [1]. These efforts
in the research and industries in the marine sector are conducted
through thorough studies of innovative solutions such as alternative fu-
els, hybridization with Energy Storage Devices (ESDs), employing fuel
cells, optimal operational planning, and energy management strategies
through the design process. In the last decades, the design process
converted to mathematical iterations from physical prototypes in labo-
ratories [2]. These efforts save up costs, reduce the time consumption
on the design process, and facilitate the evaluation of a wide range
of cases. However, the design and evaluation of multidisciplinary sys-
tems such as vessel power plants can be facilitated with ship-wide
simulation, which encompasses the various physics and components
integration since fully integrated simulations of a vessel with system-
level fidelity provide a comprehensive understanding of the system’s
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overall efficiency and components’ interaction with real-time capa-
bilities. Moreover, simulations have a significant role in evaluating
concepts in the early steps of the designing process and reduce the
risk and uncertainty of the system in the final stages of design [3]. In
addition, numerical models and simulations with various fidelity can
be employed for the design process from concept until manufacturing
according to the demanded accuracy. However, multidisciplinary is
the primary milestone in developing marine simulators because of the
interconnection of various models from different domains and physics.
Hence, co-simulation is a proper numerical strategy to integrate the
high-fidelity models of multi-domains, which has recently attained
more attention in the marine sector.

1.1. Offshore supply vessel

Supply vessels have an essential role in the logistics of the offshore
oil and gas industry as multitasking ships with different operations
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such as DP, cruising, crane, and lifting. [4]. Alongside other industries,
fuel efficiency and emission reduction of coastal logistics are the goals
to be achieved. Therefore, the fuel cells have proposed new power
system configurations in the concept design stage. For example, an
offshore platform supply vessel concept powered with diesel generators
and methanol-fed Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) is proposed in [5].
Improvement in fuel economy, operational flexibility, and less noise
and vibration are advantageous to this conceptual design. Also, Ulstein
proposed 𝑆𝑋190 as the first hydrogen-powered supply vessel, in which
the power system configuration consists of diesel generators and Proton
Exchange Fuel Cell (PEMFC) [6]. Among the solutions for marine power
systems and fuel cells, PEMFC has attracted more attention because of
proper power density, fast dynamic responses, less noise, and vibration.
However, the capital, operational cost, and lifetime are still issues to be
solved.

1.2. Hybridization of power plants

Hybridization of power plants with ESDs reduces fuel consumption
by allowing the operation of primary power sources close to the optimal
region. It improves the dynamic performance of conventional power
systems by peak shaving and load leveling. Indeed, ESD as a spinning
reserve enhances the system efficiency and reliability [7,8]. Some
studies present the hybridization of the power plants with different
configurations and study with a system-level model or based on effi-
ciency and load profile statistics. Zhu et al. [9] presented an optimal
tug supply vessel power plant design by considering the operating load
profile of real recorded operations data. The demanded load power
profile is divided into a cruise and an operational service mode. The
cruise mode has the most speed and highest power demand. The hybrid
topology of the marine power system with good high-level control
load sharing can improve fuel efficiency and emission reduction by
10.35% [10]. Peralta et al. [11] studied the effect of integrating a Li-
ion battery into the power system of a platform supply vessel. They
have considered and analyzed the system performance in different
operations with power statistics demanded to obtain emission reduction
improvements. According to the conclusion, a configuration consisting
of the main engine, an auxiliary engine, and a battery can reduce
the 𝐶𝑂2 emission up to 8.7%. Lindstad et al. [12] concluded that
ntegration of batteries with conventional engines in offshore supply
essels reduces the emission from 20% up to 45%, which depends on

location and operational condition. In addition, Jeong et al. [13] inves-
tigated the vessel performance with various power plant configurations
of conventional propulsion, diesel-electric, and hybrid diesel-electric.
It is concluded that hybrid diesel-electric can decrease the annual
operational cost of a passenger ferry from 2% up to 7% compared with
the diesel electrical and conventional propulsion system.

1.3. Modeling of power plants

Pedersen et al. [14] developed a model library for the all-electric
marine power plants with the bond graph approach and AC grid with
diesel engines and solid oxide fuel cells. The library is developed in a
generic configuration to design case studies or retrofit existing vessels.
Moreover, it consists of a simplified vessel model and a propeller,
which enable investigation of the total system components’ interac-
tion with dominated causality. The bond graph modeling strategy is
employed for this work. Zahedi et al. [15] presented a DC based
hybrid power system with diesel generators and a battery. In addition,
a comparison is conducted between average-based assumptions and
frequency-based electrical converters. The conclusion depicted a good
agreement between the assumptions, besides a significant reduction
of computational effort with average-based assumptions. Therefore, in
system-wide studies and modeling, the average-based assumption can
be employed with reasonable accuracy, which facilities the real-time
capabilities of the simulation. Skjong et al. [16] proposed a simulator
2

framework for marine power plants with real-time capabilities and the
bond graph method. In this work, the numerical stability, the modeling
approach, and controller strategies are emphasized, besides the generic
framework of the model. Ghimire et al. [8] developed DC hybrid
power system with physical modeling of the electrical components with
real-time capabilities. The model can be employed for sophisticated
controller design because of considering the switching physics of DC–
DC converters. Zhu et al. [17] presented and studied the system-level
modeling approach for the DC marine power system by considering
the proper physics, which influences the overall system’s performances
and dynamics. Rokseth et al. [18] presented a model of an offshore
supply vessel with rigid body assumption and considered the effect of
environmental force and crane interconnection.

There are few works on integrating the power plant and vessel
model with unity in fidelity. Bøet al. [19] developed a marine power
plant simulator for a semi-submersible drilling rig to study the electrical
power availability for various operations and sea states. The simulator
consists of a vessel model, thrusters, a mean-value diesel engine model,
and generators. The primary contribution was presenting a simulator by
considering the interaction of the components to study the power plant
dynamics in sophisticated operations. In this work, the Marine Systems
Simulator is used as a library of the marine components model with
emphasis on the control systems [20]. Skjong et al. [2] demonstrated
the application of co-simulation by integrating a vessel model with
environmental forces, a power plant consisting of two genset, thrusters,
and controllers.

Investigation of the performance of power plant configurations
for an OSV to enhance fuel efficiency is a multidisciplinary problem
because of special operations such as DP and cruising in various envi-
ronmental conditions. Regarding the literature review, there is a gap
investigation of power plant performance coupled with a vessel model
for various operations and sea states. This endeavor requires multi-
domain system-level models with real-time capabilities, which can be
facilitated with a co-simulation approach.

1.4. Novelty and contribution

This work proposes a system-level modeling approach for a generic
hybrid power plant, which captures the power system behavior with
various configurations and sizes. The model consists of co-simulation
strategy to integrate the high-fidelity model of an offshore supply vessel
with environmental forces to the developed power plant. The novelty
of this work is an investigation of the power plant configuration of
an OSV integrated with a high-fidelity model of the vessel. This inte-
gration facilitates evaluating the power plant performance in different
maneuvering and environmental conditions instead of one specific load
profile. Moreover, the power plant modeling approach and developed
high-level controllers provide a generic model in size and configuration,
which can be employed to evaluate different configuration concepts
with real-time capabilities. The developed model is utilized to inves-
tigate the three power system configurations with battery and PEMFCs
for an offshore supply vessel. The operation scenarios consist of cruise
and DP modes in various sea states to demonstrate the importance of
the total system simulation and consider the environmental conditions.

2. Power plant modeling and co-simulation

This section explains the power plant modeling and the vessel model
integration by the co-simulation approach. The bond graph approach,
as an energy-based mathematical modeling approach, is used. This
method is practical for multi-domains systems with various power
conversions. The modular view and energy-based approach facilitate
capturing various power conversions and power flow through compo-
nents. This method consists of basic components such as 𝐶 (storage),

(induction), 𝑅 (dissipation), 𝑇𝐹 (transferring), and 𝑀𝑇𝐹 (Modular
ransferring). These elements are connected within bonds with a half
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arrow, which arrow direction determines the power flow direction. The
details of this method and mathematical relations can be found in [21].

This work considers three power system configurations, as shown
in Fig. 1. The configuration is designed to investigate the effect of hy-
bridization with one battery the fuel cells on fuel efficiency and power
quality. Configuration No. 1, as is shown in Fig. 1(a) has four diesel
gensets, which is a typical topology of power system for all electrical
vessels. The battery packs are added to Configuration No. 2 as shown
in Fig. 1(b) compared with Configuration No. 1. These batteries are
considered to investigate the effect of peak shaving and load mitigation
on engines. Batteries are employed to reduce the oscillations and slope
of the ramp-ups and downs to engines.

Configuration No. 3 is integrated with four PEMFCs fueled by pure
hydrogen and a total capacity of 2MW instead of two diesel engines.
This configuration is considered to study the influence of the PEMFC
on the emission reduction and low-emission operation modes bench-
marked with previous setups. The configuration consists of various
power sources with different properties, so a strategy for load sharing
is employed. In this work, the load-sharing strategy operates on a
rule-based algorithm with wavelet decomposing loads. The concept for
the integration of PEMFC with genset for an offshore supply vessel is
taken from ULSTEIN SX190 [6] as a zero-emission DP2 construction
vessel. The concept of SX190 has a similar power capacity and vessel
size to the model of this work. The ULSTEIN SX190 with compressed
hydrogen stored in 7×40 f t containers can continue the operation for
around four days [22]. The concept of Configuration No. 3 is chosen
by the ship design company to ensure feasibility from an installation
and operational point of view.

The studies on the power system’s performance are conducted in
two operations of cruise and dynamics position in various sea states.
As mentioned in the literature section, the type of operations and sea
states significantly influence the vessel performance and the propulsion
system load profile characteristics. The vessel model of an offshore sup-
ply vessel developed by [18] is integrated with co-simulation approach.
The mathematical model of the components is described in detail in the
following sections.

2.1. Power system modeling

The power system consists of electrical and mechanical compo-
nents and multi-domain power conversions. In this work, the electrical
components are modeled based on average-value assumptions [15,17].
This assumption provides enough accurate results for the system-level
modeling and significant improvement in the computational time com-
pared with frequency-based models. The mechanical components are
modeled based on lumped control volumes and physical relations.
The computational effort and the real-time capabilities are essential
factors that must be balanced with model fidelity. These assumptions
for mechanical and electrical sections reduce the computational effort
while providing accurate results of the overall system states. The engine
and PEM fuel cell system model are validated against the vendors’
products for the marine sector. Hence, the obtained results of the model
can estimate the systems’ behavior with reasonable accuracy to reality.

2.1.1. Simplified engine model
The diesel engine model is simplified and implemented by the bond

graph method as is presented in [14,16]. Indeed, the engine specific
fuel consumption and transient response are tuned based on Wartsila
9L20 [23] as is depicted in Fig. 2. This engine is designed for genset
application with the power capacity of 1980 kW, in which the minimum
specific fuel consumption is achieved on 85% load and 1680 kW. The
dynamic responses of the engine in the figure show 60 s times from idle
to full load. However, according to the vendor’s specification, idle to
full load can be performed in 20 s. This delay has to be considered for
3

hut down the engine in the same manner. In addition, the engine can
Fig. 1. The power system configurations with the aim of hybridization.

ompensate for the DP operation oscillation loads. The torque by the
-stroke engine is obtained from Eq. (1) [14]:

𝑚 =
�̇�𝑓

4𝜋𝑏𝑒 (𝑃 )
(1)

here 𝑇𝑚 is the torque, �̇�𝑓 is the injected fuel per cycle and 𝑏𝑒 (𝑃 ) is
pecific fuel consumption as function of engine power.

.1.2. Synchronous generator
The developed generator from the library of marine power plants

ith bond graph modeling is used for this model [14]. The model is
ased on the (𝑑, 𝑞, 0) frame, which the detailed relations and expla-
ation can be found here [14,24]. The implemented equations can be
ritten as:
𝑆𝑅 = 𝑅𝑆𝑅𝐼𝑆𝑅 + 𝑑 𝜓𝑆𝑅 (2a)
𝑑𝑡
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Fig. 2. The engine dynamic performance Wartsila 9L20 [23].

Fig. 3. The bond graph schematic of the rectifier causalities.

𝑆𝑅 = 𝐿𝑆𝑅𝐼𝑆𝑅 (2b)

= 𝑢𝑑 𝑖𝑑 + 𝑢𝑞𝑖𝑞 (2c)

𝑄 = 𝑢𝑑 𝑖𝑑 − 𝑢𝑞𝑖𝑞 (2d)

Where 𝑈𝑆𝑅 is the voltage matrix, 𝐼𝑆𝑅 is the current matrix, 𝜓𝑆𝑅 is
he flux linkage, 𝑃 is the active power, and 𝑄 is the reactive power.

The engine with a proper bond is integrated with the generator to
onvert the mechanical power to electrical power. The torque is the
nput to the generator, and rotational speed is the generator output
o the engine. The governor controls the rotational speed, which is
mplemented as a simple PI controller.

.1.3. Rectifier
The generator is integrated with the DC grid by the passive para-

etric average value rectifier [25]. The average value assumption
or the rectifier provides acceptable results for the DC system [26].
he causality and the bond graph representation of the rectifier are
hown in Fig. 3, in which DC grid current and generator voltage are in
𝑑, 𝑞, 0) frame outputs. The implemented algebraic relations are given in
q. (3) [25]. The variable parameters as s function of impedance, which
s an accurate implementation for a wide electrical power range.

= arctan
(

𝑖𝑑
𝑖𝑞

)

− 𝜙 (𝑧) (3a)

𝑖𝑑𝑐 = 𝛽 (𝑧)
√

𝑖2𝑞 + 𝑖
2
𝑑 (3b)

𝑞 = 𝛼 (𝑧) 𝑣𝑑𝑐 cos (𝛿) (3c)

𝑣𝑑 = 𝛼 (𝑧) 𝑣𝑑𝑐 sin (𝛿) (3d)

𝑧 =
𝑣𝑑𝑐

√

𝑖2𝑞 + 𝑖
2
𝑑

(3e)

here 𝜙, 𝛽 and 𝛼 are parameters dependent on 𝑧 as the impedance. The
ependency graphs can be found in [25]. 𝑖𝑑𝑐 is the DC current, 𝑣𝑑𝑐 is
he grid voltage as the input and 𝑖 is the current on the (𝑑, 𝑞, 0) frame.
4

𝑑,𝑞 𝑣
Fig. 4. The bond graph schematic of the DC grid with the bus capacitor, power sources,
and consumers.

2.1.4. DC grid
In this work, the DC grid is modeled by a capacitor as the bond

graph schematic is depicted in Fig. 4. The mathematical model is based
on the well-known Kirchhoff relation in Eq. (4) [27].

The bond graph modular approach facilitates the increasing and
decreasing of the number of consumers and sources. This potential al-
lows the generic model to be changed the configuration easily without
influencing other components.

𝑣𝑑𝑐 =
(

𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 − 𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠
)

(4)

2.1.5. PEM fuel cell system
The PEM fuel cell system, as is shown in Fig. 5 converts the chemical

energy in hydrogen gas directly to the electrical power and water
production. The PEM fuel cell system consists of the stack as the
heart and auxiliary systems, which provide a suitable condition for the
membrane in the cell to transfer the electron and proton. The auxiliary
systems are the air supply, the hydrogen supply, the humidifier, and the
thermal management. These sub-systems influence the PEMFC system
transient responses and the system efficiency significantly [28]. Since
hydrogen and oxygen have to be provided at a specific pressure and
temperature to the membrane, which consumes power and time. In this
model, the air and hydrogen supply systems are considered with con-
stant operational temperature based on the physical relations [29]. The
membrane’s temperature is assumed constant because its dynamics are
at the order of minutes, and the cooling system can maintain the desired
temperature [30]. The same assumption for the temperature in system-
level modeling for a PEMFC system is made in Ref. [29]. Employing the
PEMFCs in the marine sector is different from the vehicle industry from
the point of the power capacity and the load profile characteristics [31].
A generic PEM fuel cell system model is used, which can be verified and
tuned with various vendors’ specifications. The details of this PEMFC
system model for marine application can be found in [32]. In this work,
the model is validated against and tuned with the Nedstack PEM fuel
cell system for marine applications.

The cell voltage is obtained from Eq. (5a), where 𝑣𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠𝑡 is the
reversible potential, 𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑡 is activation voltage, 𝑣𝑜ℎ𝑚 is the ohmic voltage
nd 𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛 is the concentration voltage. The cell and stack efficiency is
ffected by the potential losses. The number of cells in series obtains the
uel cell system voltage, and the number of cells in parallel defines the
urrent of the fuel cell system as driven in Eqs. (5b) and (5c). Where,
𝑓𝑐 is the fuel cell voltage, 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 is the number of cells in series, 𝐼𝑓𝑐
s the current of the fuel cell system and 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 is the number of cells
n the parallel. The net system power is driven from Eq. (5d), where 𝑝𝑓𝑐
s the fuel cell system net power and 𝑝𝑎𝑢𝑥 is the consumed power by the
uxiliary systems. In this work, only the air supply power consumption
s included, which is considerable compared with other sub-systems.
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑣𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠𝑡 − 𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑣𝑜𝑚ℎ − 𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛 (5a)
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Fig. 5. The schematic of the proton exchange fuel cell system for marine application.
Fig. 6. The bond graph model representation of the PEMFC system.
𝑣𝑓𝑐 = 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 × 𝑣𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 (5b)

𝐼𝑓𝑐 = 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 × 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 (5c)

𝑝𝑓𝑐 = 𝑣𝑓𝑐 × 𝐼𝑓𝑐 − 𝑝𝑎𝑢𝑥 (5d)

Fig. 6 shows the bond graph representation of the PEM fuel cell
system. The hydrogen supply system is considered ideal because the
high-pressure tanks provide it, and it is tuned to the desired pressure
by adjusting the inlet valve. However, as depicted in the figure, the air
supply system contains the blower and manifolds. The blower inertia,
manifold volume, and the outlet control valve determine the system
transient responses to the load oscillations and ramps [28].

The static and dynamic behavior of the model is validated against
the experimental results of Nedstack marine fuel cells system [33]. The
polarization curve validation comparison is depicted in Fig. 7, which
has an acceptable agreement with the reference. A slight discrepancy
in the low load occurred because of the non-linear behavior of the
activation potential loss. However, the fuel cell is not operated in a
low load to avoid deteriorating during its lifetime. So, this deviation
can be neglected, and the fuel cell is not operated on that load level in
this work. The transient behavior is compared with the experimental
results shown in Fig. 8. There is good agreement between the model
transient behavior and the experimental results. The number of cells
defines the fuel cell capacity, which can be chosen according to the
demanded power. The PEMFC performance is validated against cell
and stack behavior so that the size can be scaled quickly and a good
5

Table 1
System specification and operational condition of 1MW PEM fuel cell system.

Parameter Description Value

𝑇𝑓𝑐 Temperature of the stack 65 °C
𝜆𝑂2

Stoichiometry of air 2.0
𝜆𝐻2

Stoichiometry of hydrogen 1.25
𝜆 Non-dimensional parameter of the

membrane relative humidity
100%

𝑉𝑓𝑐 The operational voltage range 500 – 1000V
𝐼𝑓𝑐 The operational current range 0–2400A
𝑃𝑓𝑐 Power range 1MW
𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 Number of cells 120 × 96

agreement will be achieved. This approach enables producing various
power size PEMFCs for power systems [32,34]. To scale the basic
model, the number of cells is manipulated, and following the volume of
manifolds, the cathode and anode are scaled. The pressure is calculated
based on the ideal gas relations, and increasing the volumes affects
the dynamics. On another side, the air supplement dynamics by the
blower to compensate for the consumed air determined by its inertial
affects the voltage dynamics. Hence, by tuning the volumes slightly
and blower inertia, the dynamic response of the model approaches in
good agreement with the experimental data. Static behavior depends
on the cell chemical properties constant in scaling, so the scaling does
not affect the static behavior and overvoltages.

The system specifications of the PEMFC and operational conditions
are listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 7. The validation and tuning of the cell polarization curve.

Fig. 8. The validation and verification of the PEMFC system responses.

2.1.6. DC–DC converter-boost
The average-based DC–DC boost converter integrates the fuel cell

system into the DC grid. The converters are the low-level controller,
which adjusts the output power of the fuel cell by tuning the duty
ratio. The duty ratio estimates the switch and diode behavior with
continuous operation. The employed controller with duty ratio as the
output according to the demanded power for this converter is explained
in Section 3.2. The equivalent electrical circuit and the bond graph
representation of the model are depicted with average-bases assump-
tions in Fig. 9 [35]. Therefore, the bond graph method simplifies the
high frequency and discrete operation of the switch and diode with
a continuous modulated transfer component in bond graph method
(𝑀𝑇𝐹 ) with duty ratio as a variable.

.1.7. Lithium ion battery model
The equivalent electrical circuit and the bond graph representa-

ion of the modeled battery are depicted in Fig. 10. The resistances’
oefficients are dependent on the State of Charge (SOC) and the tem-
erature, which is estimated by a fifth-order polynomial curve fitting
ith experimental results in [36]. The battery pack power is obtained
6

a

from Eq. (6), in which 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 is the voltage of the battery, 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 is the
current of the battery, and 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 is the number of cells. Like fuel cells,
the number of cells defines the battery capacity and determines the
battery’s power capacity. In this work, two battery units are considered
with the capacity of 500 kWh and C-rate of 3. C-rate is the battery rate
for the charge and discharge.

𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 × 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 ×𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 (6)

The battery SOC indicates the stored energy in the battery, which is
obtained from Eq. (7). Where 𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 31Ah is the charging capacity
of the battery cell. When 𝑆𝑂𝐶 indicates 1, the battery is fully charged,
and indicating 0 means fully discharged.

𝑄𝑒 (𝑡) = ∫

𝑡

𝑜
𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 (𝜏) 𝑑𝜏 (7a)

𝑆𝑂𝐶 = 1 −
𝑄𝑒

𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
(7b)

The dynamics of the battery cell temperature are considered by
Eq. (8). Where 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the battery cell temperature, ℎ𝐴 = 0.51WK−1

is the heat convection coefficient with natural convection assumption,
𝐶𝑇 = 2.04 × 106 jm−3K−1 is the heat capacity of the cell and 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 =
298K is the air temperature [36]. In this work, 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠,𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 is 5000 with
voltage of 700V and maximum current of 2200A. The parameters of the
equivalent circuit of the modeled battery are given in the Appendix.
𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑑𝑡

= ℎ𝐴
𝐶𝑇

(

𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
)

+ 1
𝐶𝑇

𝑄𝐸𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (8)

.1.8. Bi-directional converter
Since the sign of power flow to the battery changes regarding the

harge or discharge state, the buck-boost converter (bi-directional) is
mplemented. The batteries are integrated into the DC grid by the bi-
irectional converters with average-based assumption as the electrical
ircuit. The bond graph representation is shown in Fig. 11 [35]. The
uty ratio as the low-level control variable is tuned by a simple PI
ontroller, which is explained in Section 3.2. The values for the power
onverter and DC link are given in the Appendix [27].

.1.9. Propulsor and inverter
The propulsion system consists of the propeller, the induction mo-

or, and a PI controller to tune the adjusted torque for the desired
hrust. The employed model is used from NTNU marine power system
ibrary with the bond graph approach [14]. The asynchronous motors
re integrated with the DC bus with an average-based inverter [15].
he relation to obtaining the motor current is expressed in Eq. (9).
here 𝐼𝑑𝑐 is the DC current as of the consumer from the grid, 𝑚 is

he modulation index, 𝜙2 is the initial phase angle, and 𝜙 is the d-q
ransformation angle. These variables are obtained from the controller
nside the thruster model.
𝑣𝑞
𝑣𝑑

]

=
[

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙2 − 𝜙)
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙2 − 𝜙)

]

𝑚𝑉𝑑𝑐 (9a)

𝑑𝑐 = 𝑚
((

𝑖𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙2 − 𝜙)
)

+ 𝑖𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙2 − 𝜙)
)

(9b)

.2. Vessel model

The model of an offshore supply vessel presented in [18] with
implified hydrodynamics assumptions is used in this work. The vessel
odel hydrodynamics is based on the wave potential theory and con-

iders the second-order mean drift forces and consists of a wave filter,
P controller, and cruise controller. In addition, the model contains
thruster model with non-angular MPC thrust allocation to mitigate

he load oscillation on the power system [37]. The vessel has three
hrusters, two azimuth thrusters at the stern and one fixed thruster

t the bow, which produce a force on the sway direction. The main
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Fig. 9. The electrical circuit and the bond graph representation of boost converter for the fuel cell systems integration to the DC link.
Fig. 10. The battery model.
Fig. 11. The equivalent circuit and the bond graph representation of the employed model of the bidirectional DC–DC converter.
p

2

i
m

vessel parameters are given in Table 2. The trajectory-tracking control
in 3 DOF with PID controller is employed in the model to simulate the
cruise mode with constant heading and desired surge speed [38]. The
bond graph implementation of the vessel model is shown in Fig. 12. The
model details are given in [18]. However, some of the primary relations
are described in the following. The hydrodynamic damping forces 𝜏𝑓𝜈
and torques 𝜏𝑓𝜔 are given in Eq. (10) [39].

𝜏𝑓𝜈 = 𝐷𝑁𝐿𝜈(𝜈𝑠) +𝐷𝐿𝜈𝜈𝑠
𝜏𝑓𝜔 = 𝐷𝑁𝐿𝜔(𝜔𝑠) +𝐷𝐿𝜔𝜔𝑠

(10)

Where 𝜈𝑠 and 𝜔𝑠 are the velocity vector for the vessel relative to
water velocity, respectively, 𝐷𝑁𝐿𝜈 (𝜈𝑠) and 𝐷𝑁𝐿𝜔(𝜔𝑠) and are nonlinear
damping forces and 𝐷𝐿𝜈𝜈𝑠 and 𝐷𝐿𝜔𝜔𝑠 are diagonal matrices of linear
friction coefficients.

The exciting forces on the vessel by the wave are calculated by
Eq. (11) [39].

𝛷 =
𝑔𝜁𝑎
𝜔𝑊

𝑒𝑘𝑧𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑊 𝑡 − 𝑘𝑧 + 𝜖) (11)

Where 𝜁𝑎 is the wave amplitude from JONSWAP wave spectrum,
𝜔𝑊 is the wave frequency, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, 𝑘 is the
wave number, 𝑧 is the vertical distance compared to the surface, 𝑡 is
the time 𝜖 is a random phase angle [18,39].
7

o

The lift force 𝐿 and drag force by the propeller in the propulsion
system are calculated by Eq. (12).

𝐿 = 1
2
𝜌𝑤𝜈

2𝐴𝐶𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝛼)

𝐷 = 1
2
𝜌𝑤𝜈

2𝐴𝐶𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝛼)
(12)

Where 𝜌𝑤 is the water density, 𝜈 is the velocity of the propeller
propagating through the water, 𝐴 is the propeller duct cross-section
area, 𝐶𝐿 and 𝐶𝐷 are the lift and drag coefficients, and 𝛼 is the angle
between the propeller blade and the water velocity [39].

The thrust force 𝑇 and propeller torque 𝑄 are calculated by Eq. (13).

𝑇 = 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼) −𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼)

𝑄 = 0.7𝑅(𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼) −𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼))
(13)

Where 𝛼𝑝 is the propeller pitch angle and 𝑅 is the length of the
ropeller angle [39].

.3. Co-simulation and models integration

The schematic of the subsystems and connections are illustrated
n Fig. 13. The causality between subsystems interconnections is imple-
ented based on the bond graph approach, in which the multiplications

f the communicated signal obtain the power flow. As shown in Fig. 13,
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Fig. 12. The bond graph implementation of the vessel model [18,37].
Table 2
The primary parameters of the vessel model and the wave condition
[37].

Parameter Description Value

𝐿 Length of vessel 107m
𝐵 width of vessel 22m
𝐷 Draught of vessel 5m

𝐻𝑠 Significant wave height 1m
𝑇𝑝 Wave peak period 8 s
𝑁𝑤 Number of wave components 50
𝛾 Jonswap-spectrum parameter 1m
𝑇𝑑 Lower wave spectra period 0.2 s
𝑇𝑢 Upper wave spectra period 50 s

the reference subsystem commands the desired position to the con-
troller according to the demanded maneuvering. This is the initiation
of the thrust and the power demand. The global thrust is optimally
shared between thrusters to mitigate oscillations by an MPC algorithm
as a torque set-point to thrusters. Each thruster low-level controller
receives the torque set-point according to the demanded thrust. Then
the produced thrust is induced in the vessel dynamics, which is si-
multaneously affected by the thrusters and environmental forces. The
obtained position and velocity for the vessel pass the observer as a
wave filter to mitigate oscillations and only transfer the low-frequency
motions signal to the DP-Cruise controller feedback. The electrical
motor provides the requested torque by demanding current from the
power system. The power system provides the required electrical power
with the constraint of maintaining the voltage constant and the decision
of the Power Management System (PMS) on the load-sharing strategy.
The PMS as the high-level controller, decided on the load-sharing
algorithms based on the load demand signal. Afterward, the demanded
power by each component is transferred to its low-level controller.

3. Power management control strategy and low-level controllers

The PMS and the load-sharing strategy for the cruise mode are
depicted in Fig. 14. The implemented algorithm in this PMS is rule-
based and designed with a generic approach applicable to various
configurations. The rule-based PMS is the most common and trustable
load-sharing strategy due to its simplicity [9]. The same PMS is used
for the three configurations because the logic-statements and the inputs
are defined to satisfy the load demand according to other power source
8

states. The employed low-pass filter decomposes the load demands into
high and low frequencies. The batteries compensate high-frequency
loads and the low frequency with the primary power sources. The
priority for the mean power production is by fuel cells to reduce the
emission and fuel consumption of the diesel engine as much as possible.
Therefore, the fuel cells have more running time compared with the
engines. All the primary sources operate on the constant load except
Engine No. 1. Genset No. 1 regulates the DC bus voltage. In case of
no compensation load by other power sources, this genset provides the
demanded load. For example, in Configuration No. 1 which the battery
does not exist, the high-frequency load is passively provided by the
genset. Therefore, Genset No. 1 operates on part load. In DP mode,
high-frequency loads are compensated by batteries for Configuration
No. 2 and No. 3, and the mean load in Configuration No. 3 is produced
by the first two fuel cells with the same share. In Configuration No. 1
and DP mode, the loads are only compensated with Genset No. 1.

3.1. Load sharing between gensets

There are various control strategies for gensets integrated with other
power suppliers in a DC microgrid [40]. In this work, the AVR is used
in which the DC grid voltage and the output power of the genset are in
Eq. (14). The controller strategy for the gensets is depicted in Fig. 15.
The depicted PI controller adjusts the DC grid voltage in Fig. 15. The
controller’s output is the excitation voltage to the genset and is obtained
by Eq. (14).

𝑒𝑣 = 𝑉𝐷𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶 (14a)

𝑒𝑝 = 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑛,𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑖 (14b)

𝑉𝑓 = 𝐾𝑝𝑣𝑒𝑣 +
𝐾𝑝𝑣
𝑇𝑖𝑣 ∫

𝑡

0
𝑒𝑣 𝑑𝑡 +𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑝 +

𝐾𝑝𝑝
𝑇𝑖𝑝 ∫

𝑡

0
𝑒𝑝 𝑑𝑡 (14c)

Where 𝑉𝑓 is the field excitation voltage, 𝐾𝑝𝑣,𝐾𝑝𝑝 are the propor-
tional gain of the controller, and 𝐾𝑖𝑣,𝐾𝑖𝑝 are the integral time constant
of the controller.

3.2. Converters’ controller

The boost converter of the fuel cells is controlled by the depicted
closed-loop PI controller in Fig. 16. The output of the controller is the
duty ratio to the modulated transfer (𝑀𝑇𝐹 ) as is shown in Fig. 9. The
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Fig. 13. The schematic of the sub-systems and integration with the causality and the control signals.
Fig. 14. The power management system strategy in the cruising operation applicable for various power plant configurations.
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Fig. 15. The genset power sharing controller.

i-directional converter controller for the battery is depicted in Fig. 17.
he difference compared with the boost converter controller is its two
utputs. Since it is designed to operate the battery in the charge and
ischarge modes, shown in Fig. 11 has two modular transformers. In
his work, the battery must compensate for the high-frequency loads,
o there are oscillations in the power set-points. The set-point is the
ower demand from the PMS, which is a constant load in cruise mode,
nd in DP mode is a part load. The power set-point of the battery comes
rom the implemented low-pass filter.

. Simulation set up and designed operations

To study the power plant configurations’ performances in various
onditions, two operational modes of cruise and DP are designed with
9

significant wave height of 0, 0.5, and 1m. The cruise mode requires d
Fig. 16. The boost converter controller.

Fig. 17. The bidirectional control strategy.

the highest available power, and the DP mode induces load oscillations.
As reported in [4], offshore vessels seldom encounter the calm sea, so
it is essential to include environmental forces such as waves in the
performance studies. In the cruise mode, the simulation duration is
3600 s, and some steps increase the vessel speed up to 6.5m∕s, then
he speed remains constant; afterward, it reduces by step-downs. The
et-point cruising speed of 6.5m∕s, which regarding the Ref. [12], is a
ypical demanded speed for the cruise mode of a supply vessel. The
ized power system and the vessel model estimate the behavior of
igher speed demands; however, the power system is sized so that the
rime movers operate near the optimal region for the demanded power.
he significant wave height is considered 0 and 1m and current from
he north direction with a magnitude of 0.1m∕s for this condition to
ompare the effect of environmental forces on the highest load demand
nd oscillations. In the DP mode, the simulation duration is 6000 s,
nd the vessel encounters waves from the north with a significant
eight of 0.5 and 1m. The wave properties are given in Table 2.
ach power system configuration simulates the designed operational
cenarios individually to study the system behaviors and fuel efficiency.
he DP scenario is defined as position and heading set-points with
tation keeping. The hotel and auxiliary load are considered constant
00 kW. The power system configurations and load-sharing strategies
re summarized in Table 3. The simulation results are shown and
iscussed in the following section.
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Table 3
The summary of the power system configurations and load sharing strategies.

Config. no. Power system configuration Load sharing in DP Load sharing in cruise

Genset Battery Fuel cell Mean load High frequency Mean load High frequency

1 4 × 1980 kW – – GS No. 1 GS No. 1 GS No. 1–4 GS No. 1
2 4 × 1980 kW 2 × 500 kWh – GS No. 1 BA GS No. 1–4 BA
3 2 × 1980 kW 2 × 500 kWh 4 × 1000 kW FC No. 1, 2 BA GS No. 1-2, FC No. 1–4 BA

Note: GS = Genset, BA = Battery and FC = Fuel cell.
Fig. 18. The reference points to DP controller for heading and orientation. These values passed the damping of the reference model.
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. Results and discussion

This section discusses the results of two operational modes with
hree power system configurations. The primary purpose is to compare
he power system configuration performance from a fuel efficiency
nd power quality point of view. In the first step, the results of the
P mode operation with a significant wave height of 0.5 and 1m

are presented for three configurations. The results of the three con-
figurations in the cruise mode without wave and a significant wave
height of 1m are discussed in the second step. In addition, the effect of
considering environmental disturbances such as waves and currents is
demonstrated. As a result, power source behaviors, fuel consumption,
controller commands, and vessel positions and speeds are illustrated
and discussed.

5.1. Results of DP mode

The set-points from the reference model to the DP controller for
heading and orientation in the NED coordinates as the maneuvering
scenario are shown in Fig. 18. These values are outputs of the reference
model after passing the damping and being smooth. Other set-points are
also commanded to the DP controller sequentially. The vessel initiated
to move toward the north direction and then 90◦ rotation to the right.
In this orientation, the wave forces encounter the side of the vessel.
The operation is finished in the north position of 80m and the heading
angle of 0◦.

The vessel position for this operational scenario by the simulation
is shown in Fig. 19. The heading is depicted in Fig. 20, which are
simulated with two significant wave heights of 0.5m and 1m. The wave
forces cause disturbance to the vessel position and some discrepancy
from the desired position. However, the vessel position converged to
the demanded point at the end. The discrepancy from the desired set-
point resulted in faster and higher commands of the DP controller to
thrusts thrusters to maintain the desired position. The vessel orientation
follows the defined set points in good agreement for the two sea states.
This scenario for DP operation is repeated with three power system
configurations.

The power system load sharing for Configuration No. 2 is shown
in Fig. 21, which consists of the battery to imply the hybridization
concept. It should be noted that 600 kW of the hotel and auxiliary
load is included. As shown, the higher wave height requires more
10

electrical power and induces significant load oscillations in the power t
Fig. 19. The vessel position in NED reference with a significant wave height of 0.5
and 1m.

system. The harsh condition requires more thrust power and faster
angle adjustment of the azimuth thrusters, which results in higher mean
power and load fluctuations. As is depicted in the figure, the mean load
is increased up to 900 kW from 650 kW in a significant wave height of
1m compared with 0.5m. The oscillation for the wave height of 0.5m
s not significant; however, for 𝐻𝑆 = 1m, it is close to 100 kW. In this
onfiguration, the high-frequency load demands are compensated with
he battery by the designed low-pass filter. As a result, Genset No. 1
roduces the mean load with steady behavior, and load fluctuations are
nduced in the battery. Three load peaks occurred during this operation;
hen the vessel moved toward the east and faced the wave forces,
nd vessel demanded more thrust power to main the position and
rientation and, consequently, more burden on the power supplier.

The employed low-pass filter operates correctly because of the
teady operation of the engine and induced load oscillation to the
attery. Hence, according to environmental conditions, the battery
ncounters a considerable amount of charge and discharge demands
uring the DP mode. These oscillations have to be considered to size
he battery. In addition, the depth of discharge affects the lifetime of
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Fig. 20. The yaw angle in DP mode for two significant wave heights.
Fig. 21. Comparison of the load sharing in various HS=0.5m and HS =1m.
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he battery. This indicates the benefits of total system modeling and the
mportance of considering the environmental effect.

In Fig. 22, the load sharing between power suppliers of Configu-
ation No. 3 is depicted. This configuration consists of fuel cells and
atteries and two diesel engines. In this configuration, two fuel cells
upply the mean load with the same share. Therefore, Genset No. 1
orks low load to maintain the DC link voltage. The battery produces

he high-frequency loads of the grid. In the figure, the battery loads
f Configuration No. 2 and No. 3 are also compared, which shows the
dentical value for both. Employing PEM fuel cells and integration with
iesel gensets in DP mode resulted in less load demand for the diesel
ensets and a reduction of diesel fuel consumption. PEMFCs are capable
f supplying part loads as well as constant loads with good efficiency.

In Fig. 23, the comparison of loads on the Genset No. 1 for three
onfigurations in the DP mode is depicted. Employing the battery
educes the load oscillations significantly by comparing the results
f Configuration No. 1 and No. 2. The battery conducts the engine
o operate on a steady load level with less oscillation. In addition,
omparing Genset No. 1 load of Configuration No. 1 and Configuration
o. 2 shows the ramp-ups and downs to the engine are mitigated.
hese ramps are caused by position changing commands to the vessel
nd moving toward the east. As discussed in Section 3, the engine can
upply the ramps in emergency mode and affects the efficiency of the
ptimal operational region. However, the battery is energy storage and
11

annot produce power. Therefore, fuel cells in Configuration No. 3 take d
ver the delivery of the mean load and direct the engine to operate in
he lowest possible region. By employing fuel cells, this configuration
educes diesel fuel consumption and corresponding emissions.

Fig. 24 compares the DC link voltage for the three configurations.
he battery supplies high-frequency loads faster than the Genset No. 1

n Configuration No. 1 without a battery; hence fewer oscillations have
esulted in two configurations with the battery. Fuel cells’ contribution
o the power supply does not significantly affect the bus voltage quality
ecause they produce the mean loads. The high-frequency load and
luctuations, alternating faster than a controller and power source
esponses, cause dips. There is a slight discrepancy in the obtained
oltage from the simulation of configurations No. 2 and No. 3 due to the
dle operation of Genset No. 1 to maintain the voltage. In Configuration
o. 3, the fuel cell compensates for the mean load, which causes Genset
o. 1 to operate in part load. The voltage is maintained at an acceptable

olerance, indicating the stability of the power system and controllers.
The performance and stability of the low-level controllers for gensets

nd DC–DC converters affect the quality of the DC-grid voltage. As
hown in Fig. 25, the field voltage controls the demanded power by
he genset and DC converter duty ratio adjust the out power of each
uel cell and battery. The field voltage and duty ratio as control inputs
re adjusted to produce the demanded power by the PMS. However,
enset No. 1 has the set-point of the DC-grid voltage and the PMS does
ot determine the load demand for this genset. In Fig. 25 (top), the

uty ratio of the output of the battery converter in Configuration No.
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Fig. 22. The load sharing between power sources of Configuration No. 3 and comparison of the battery loads with Configuration No. 2.
Fig. 23. Comparing the effect of hybridization on Engine No. 1 power production in three configurations for DP mode and significant wave height of 1m.
Fig. 24. The voltage of DC link comparison for three configurations in DP mode and
significant wave height of 1m.

3 is depicted, which compensates for the load oscillations and allows
the genset field voltage to be maintained steady. The controller output
of the field voltage for Genset No. 1 in Configuration No. 1 shows
fluctuations since the battery is not employed to handle the oscillations
with a faster response.
12
The comparison between the total amount of fuel consumption by
Engine No. 1 for three configurations is shown in Fig. 26. There is a
slight difference between employing a battery and without a battery for
the engine’s fuel efficiency. The load-sharing strategy for the battery
is peak shaving, which maintains the engine on the mean load and
mitigates the oscillations. This strategy reduces the load fluctuation
and not a significant change in the mean load. Also, the specific fuel
consumption region does not change, and the fuel consumption is
approximately the same. As expected, employing the fuel cells to supply
the mean load causes the engine to operate in the idle load. In this case,
the total fuel consumption for the defined DP scenario is reduced by
50%.

5.2. Cruising operation

The vessel’s position and surge speed in the cruise mode is depicted
in Fig. 27. In this mode, the desired heading angle is fixed on zero,
and the speed set-points, as shown in the figure, are increased by steps.
The vessel follows commanded speed set-points with a delay due to the
inertia of the vessel and the thrusters. The discrepancy in alignment in

the vessel position in NED coordinates is induced by the wave forces.
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Fig. 25. The voltage of DC link comparison for three configurations in DP mode and
significant wave height of 1m.

Fig. 26. Comparison of the total amount of diesel fuel consumption with Engine No.
during DP operation for three configurations with significant wave height of 1m.

Fig. 27. The position and surge speed of the vessel in cruise mode with the significant
wave height of 1m.

These forces on the vessel are evident at a higher speed when the ship
reaches the maximum speed in the middle of the voyage.

The demanded power for this operation is induced to the power
system through thrusters, as is shown in Fig. 28. This operation is
13
Fig. 28. The load demand and the battery load compensation in the cruise mode in
two environmental condition of without wave and with significant wave height of 1m.

Fig. 29. Load sharing of the power sources in Configuration No. 3 in the cruise mode
and significant wave height of 1m 1𝑚.

repeated with two environmental conditions without wave and wave
with a significant height of 1m. The figure illustrates the difference
between the load characteristics for the same operation and two en-
vironmental conditions. In the maximum surge speed of 6.5m∕s, the
difference in power requirements to reach the same speed is increased
by about 7% due to sea states. This is the effect of added mass by
the wave. This deviation is increased by increasing the vessel speed.
Besides added mass, the waves induce load oscillations in the power
system. Sea keeping with the significant wave height of 1m causes
oscillation about 100 kW at the highest speed. The load fluctuations in
the cruise mode are less than in DP mode for the same environmental
condition. However, in hybrid configurations No. 2 and No. 3, the load
oscillations are compensated with the battery, affecting the battery’s
size and lifetime estimations. In the cruise mode, the start and stop of
the power sources, such as fuel cells and gensets influence the battery
charge and discharge rate with ramp-ups and downs, as shown in the
figure. In this condition, the C-rate of the battery has to be in the range
of induced ramp loads.

The load sharing among power suppliers in Configuration No. 3
and cruise mode is shown in Fig. 29. Genset No. 1 takes care of the
mean load from the start until the mean load reaches 1.6MW, then
Fuel cell No. 1 starts on the constant load of 800 kW. Four fuel cells
start sequentially on the constant load according to the load increment
when Engine No. 1 reaches a mean load around 1.6MW. Each of these
start-ups causes a ramp down in Genset No. 1. Meanwhile, the battery
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Fig. 30. Load sharing of the power sources in Configuration No. 2 in the cruise mode and significant wave height of 1m.
compensates for load oscillations and ramps and the demanded power
by the engine. Genset No. 2 is the last power source to be turned on
and compensate for a portion of the mean load. The fuel cells have
the most running time to decrease the diesel fuel consumption by the
engines. After the vessel reaches the maximum desired speed of 6.5m∕s,
the speed demand and corresponding load decrease. Consequently, the
power sources are shut down sequentially. Genset No. 2, as planned by
the PMS is stopped first, then other fuel cells are turned off with the
same strategy.

In Fig. 30, the load sharing of power sources with the genset and
the battery configuration is shown. Compared with Configuration No.
3 is the load supplied by gensets instead of fuel cells. The engine’s
optimal operational region is around 1.6MW, so they are turned on to
operate on that set-points. This is twice the fuel cells’ power capacity;
therefore, as shown, the genset starting causes ramp down for Genset
No. 1. However, the slope of these ramps is within the safety margin of
the engines according to the manufactured product specification [23].
In this case and Configuration No. 1, the engines supply the total
demanded load, which consumes diesel as the fuel. The start and stop
sequence of the power source in this figure and Fig. 29 illustrates the
acceptable performance of the PMS as the high-level controller. The
rule-based PMS, as a trustable and straightforward strategy, is widely
used in actual cases. This PMS has logic statements and a low-pass filter,
which decomposes the load to low and high frequencies. The ramp load
and oscillations are induced to the battery, and the low-pass filter’s
performance is acceptable.

The voltage of the DC-link for the cruise mode for three power
system configurations is shown in Fig. 31. As expected, the starting
and stopping of the primary power sources cause dips in the DC-link
voltage. These oscillations are around 2% and can be considered in an
acceptable tolerance. The battery and fuel cell hybridization weaken
these fluctuations in the engines. The battery peak shaving strategy
reduces the oscillations by supplying the high frequency faster than
Genset No. 1. The voltage maintains its nominal value, which indicates
the stability of the low-level power system controllers. As discussed in
the previous section, the field voltage and duty ratio of the converter
determine the power supply by each power source and, consequently,
the DC link voltage.

The battery SOC for Configuration No. 2 in the cruise mode is
outlined in Fig. 32. The charge and discharge to the battery are due to
compensation of the load steps to mitigate the rate of ramps for the en-
gines. Otherwise, the battery capacity is high enough not to be affected
by load oscillations. The oscillation has a harmonic characteristic in the
sea keeping; therefore, in the constant speed, the SOC is maintained
around 80% since it operates in approximately the same charge and
discharge cycles.

The effect of hybridization by the battery on Engine No. 1 is
shown in Fig. 33. The engine without the battery follows load ramps
and oscillations, whereas the battery in another topology reduces the
14

engine’s rate of steps and fluctuations. The battery load-sharing strategy
Fig. 31. The voltage of DC link comparison for three configurations in cruise mode
and significant wave height of 1m.

Fig. 32. Battery state of charge for power system Configuration No. 2 in the cruise
mode and significant wave height of 1m.

is based on peak shaving, compensating for the load’s high-frequency
load characteristics. Therefore, the mean load on the engines in the
two configurations is similar and does not change the engines’ fuel effi-
ciency in the system-level modeling. However, reducing the oscillation
of the engine load improves the lifetime and performance of the engine.

The total fuel consumption during the cruise operation for three
configurations is compared in Fig. 34. Integrating the battery with
a peak shaving load strategy does not affect fuel efficiency because
the battery maintains the engine on the mean load but with fewer
oscillations. The load-leveling strategy is an alternative for the battery,
which operates the engine on the optimum load and high charge and
discharge power rate on the batteries. The battery lifetime is influenced
mainly by the depth of discharge. Supplying part of the mean load
with hydrogen feed PEMFC decreased the diesel consumption by the
engines up to 55% for this specific cruise operation scenario. It should
be noted in Configuration No. 3, 50% of the total engine power capacity
is substituted by the PEMFC.
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Fig. 33. Comparison of the load on Genset No. 1 by considering the effect of
hybridization with the battery.

Fig. 34. Comparison of the total amount of diesel fuel consumption with Engine No.
in cruise operation for three configurations with a significant wave height of 1𝑚.

. Conclusion

This paper presents a generic model of the total vessel system to
tudy hybrid power plant performance for an offshore supply vessel.
he model is developed with a modular approach and flexibility in
ize and operations, which facilitates studying various configurations
nd power source sizes. In addition, the importance of studying power
ystems’ behaviors integrated with the vessel model is discussed. More-
ver, the integrated vessel model has high fidelity, which captures
he effect of sea states and environmental conditions. In addition,
he models are connected in the co-simulation approach to provide

total system simulation with a reasonable computational time to
atisfy the real-time capabilities. Also, the high-level controller as the
MS is independent of the power sources’ size and configuration. This
trategy reduces the model’s complexity to study various power system
lternatives. Three configurations are studied in two operations with
he same PMS and model structure.

To demonstrate the application of this model, an offshore supply
essel model is integrated with three power plant configurations based
n the hybridization concept. The OSVs have two principal operations
f cruising and DP mode, and both with environmental conditions are
imulated for three configurations. The DP mode with a significant
ave height of 1m induces significant load oscillations to the power

ystem compared with a calm sea state. These fluctuations influenced
attery charge and discharge rate in configurations No. 2 and No.
. This indicates the importance of the integrated modeling of the
essel and power system by considering the environmental conditions.
mploying the battery mitigates the load fluctuations on Engine No. 1.
owever, it does not change the fuel efficiency because of the peak

having strategy. Employing the hydrogen-fed PEMFC as a substitu-
ion as half of the power system capacity decreases the diesel fuel
onsumption in two operation modes by more than 50%.

In this work, the method and practicality of the generic total sys-
em and simulation have been presented and discussed. The proposed
15
modeling approach and connection in co-simulation method provided
the ability to produce power system configurations and evaluate each
performance with real-time capabilities. This ability facilitates the fea-
sibility studies in the design stage to assess a wide range of topologies.
Moreover, the power and energy management algorithms can be im-
plemented and studied from a fuel efficiency and performance point
of view. In future work, various engines, fuel cell systems types, and
vessel models can be integrated to provide a wide range of cases and
alternatives to be studied.
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Appendix

DC-Link capacitor, 𝐶𝑑𝑐 = 1F
DC–DC converter, 𝐿 = 0.0005H
Resistance of converter, 𝑅 = 98% efficiency
The relation and the parameters of the modeled equivalent circuit

of the battery by curve fitting are in the following.
𝐶1 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑆 + 𝑎2𝑇 + 𝑎3𝑆2 + 𝑎4𝑆𝑇 + 𝑎5𝑇 2 + 𝑎6𝑆3 + 𝑎7𝑆2𝑇 + 𝑎8𝑆𝑇 2 +

𝑎9𝑆4 + 𝑎10𝑆3𝑇 + 𝑎11𝑆2𝑇 2 + 𝑎12𝑆5 + 𝑎13𝑆4𝑇 + 𝑎14𝑆3𝑇 2

𝑅0 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑆 + 𝑏2𝑇 + 𝑏3𝑆2 + 𝑏4𝑆𝑇 + 𝑏5𝑇 2 + 𝑏6𝑆3 + 𝑏7𝑆2𝑇 + 𝑏8𝑆𝑇 2 +
𝑏9𝑆4 + 𝑏10𝑆3𝑇 + 𝑏11𝑆2𝑇 2 + 𝑏12𝑆5 + 𝑏13𝑆4𝑇 + 𝑏14𝑆3𝑇 2

𝑅1 = 𝑐0 + 𝑐1𝑆 + 𝑐2𝑇 + 𝑐3𝑆2 + 𝑐4𝑆𝑇 + 𝑐5𝑇 2 + 𝑐6𝑆3 + 𝑐7𝑆2𝑇 + 𝑐8𝑆𝑇 2 +
𝑐9𝑆4 + 𝑐10𝑆3𝑇 + 𝑐11𝑆2𝑇 2 + 𝑐12𝑆5 + 𝑐13𝑆4𝑇 + 𝑐14𝑆3𝑇 2

𝐸0 = 𝑑0𝑆7 + 𝑑1𝑆6 + 𝑑2𝑥5 + 𝑑3𝑆4 + 𝑑4𝑆3 + 𝑑5𝑆2 + 𝑑6𝑆 + 𝑑7
Where 𝑆 is the battery state of charge, and 𝑇 is the cell temperature

(see Table A.1).

Table A.1
Parameters of the battery equivalent circuit.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

a0 −0.06667 b0 0.01314
a1 10.78 b1 −0.0009945
a2 0.05 b2 −0.0003607
a3 −49.68 b3 0.01936
a4 1.02 b4 −6.57e−05
a5 0.0006667 b5 6.429e−06
a6 108.1 b6 0.09843
a7 −3.399 b7 0.0003431

(continued on next page)
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Table A.1 (continued).
Parameter Value Parameter Value

a8 −0.02006 b8 2.178e−06
a9 −100.4 b9 0.1401
a10 3.521 b10 0.0001028
a11 0.05143 b11 −9.202e−06
a12 31.56 b12 −0.05999
a13 −1.038 b13 −0.0003144
a14 −0.03417 b14 4.929e−06

c0 0.01515 d0 24.51
c1 −0.0546 d1 −77.94
c2 −0.0009014 d2 93.63
c3 0.09032 d3 −51.95
c4 0.003579 d4 13.31
c5 1.419e−05 d5 −1.448
c6 −0.05373 d6 0.574
c7 −0.005509 d7 3.5
c8 −5.536e−05
c9 0.006349
c10 0.002883
c11 8.129e−05
c12 −4.86e−09
c13 −0.0001587
c14 −3.849e−05
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